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B B C Northern Ireland Schools

One Potato, Two PotatoOne Potato, Two PotatoAge 5 - 7

Spring 2005 Teacher's Notes

Key Stage 1

RADIO

ONE  POTATO, TWO POTATO
SPRING 2005 

The series provides a training ground for the development of listening skills in P1-P3 pupils.  Using a 
mixture of story, song, rhyme, discussion, poetry and music, all locally based, the programmes are designed 
to encourage careful and constructive listening, to stimulate the imagination of young children and to extend 
their awareness of their own environment and heritage.

The themes chosen for each term are linked to allow a progression of ideas to ß ow from week to week.  They 
include colours, rainbows, dreams, discovering, communication and music.
      
Programmes

The Rainbow Fairies     11 January
Sing a Rainbow     18 January
The Emerald Isle       25 January
Zig Zag Zebra       1 February
Mrs Wilkenshaw�s Giraffe      8 February
Springtime      15 February
Is It Full?        1 March
Joined Together                      8 March
Communication     15 March
Pianos       22 March

*Please note no broadcast on 22 February*

Northern Ireland Curriculum

The series may be used to support the three main areas of study in English, Mathematics and Science at Key 
Stage 1.

The series will also assist with music, history, geography and cross-curricular themes.  These will include 
cultural heritage, education for mutual understanding and health education.

Tape Recording

Where possible, it would be an advantage to tape-record programmes.  By using the pause button sections of 
the broadcast can be discussed leading to greater understanding or appreciation.  Many of the songs are very 
attractive and the children may well want to learn them or hear them again.
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After the Broadcast

Each programme will offer material for discussion.  Some suggestions for further follow-up activities are 
given in the Teacher�s Notes or are made during the broadcasts.  Teachers might like to consider some or all 
of the following aspects after the programme.

• Discussion and/or recall of broadcast
• Re-tell the story
• Art or craft work
• Topic or project work
• Singing songs/repeating rhymes
• Number work
• Drama/acting the story/role play
• Written work

Material from the children in the way of stories, songs, poems, drawings or letters will always be welcomed 
and acknowledged.

Teacher�s views too are very important, and we value your opinion on how the series works in the 
classroom.

To help us plan future programmes, please send your comments, information, criticism, or suggestions to:-

The Producer
One Potato, Two Potato
BBC Broadcasting House
Belfast
BT2 8HQ

  
     Or e-mail us at: education.ni@bbc.co.uk

A series provided by the BBC at the request of the Educational Broadcast Council for
Northern Ireland.
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TheRainbow Fairies

Programme 1
11 January        By Bernagh Brims

The Þ rst of four programmes on colour, looking among other things at dark and bright colours and colour 
camouß age.
Many teachers may have already chosen this popular topic for a variety of projects.  These programmes are 
designed to complement classroom projects, or to stand on their own.

Poems
              Colours

     What is blue?     The sky is blue where the clouds ß oat through.
     What is white?     A swan is white sailing in the light.
     What is yellow?   Pears are yellow, rich and ripe and mellow.
     What is green?    The grass is green with small ß owers between.
     What is violet?    Clouds are violet in the summer twilight.
     What is orange?   Why�..an orange,
     Just an ORANGE.
     
     (extract � Christina Rosetti)

     What is red?

Red is a sunset, blazing and bright.
Red is feeling brave, with all your might.
Red is sunburn on your nose.
Sometimes red is a red, red rose.
Red squiggles out when you cut your hand.
Red is a brick and the sound of a band.
Red is a show-off, no doubt about it �
But can you imagine, living without it?

     (extract � Mary O�Neill)

Story:   Based on the poem �The Rainbow Fairies� by L M Hadley

Two little clouds, one summer�s day,
Went ß ying through the sky;
They went so fast they bumped their heads,
And both began to cry.

Old Father Sun looked out and said:
�Oh, never mind, my dears,
I�ll send my little fairy folk
To dry your falling tears.�

One fairy came in violet,
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And one wore indigo;
In blue, green, yellow, orange, red,
They made a pretty row.

They wiped the cloud-tears all away,
And then from out the sky,
Upon a line the sunbeams made,
They hung their gowns to dry.

Songs

        Colours

I know a man called Mister Red,
He wears saucepans on his head.
I know a man called Mr Black,
He keeps peanuts in a sack.

I know a man called Mister Pink,
He fell head-Þ rst in the sink.
I know a man called Mister Blue,
He keeps white mice in his shoe.

I know a man called Mister Brown,
He rides tigers into town.
I know a man called Mister Green,
Nicest man I�ve ever seen.

     Joan Raeside
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After the programme
words for discussion:-  a �dull� colour; chameleon; a rath

-  Sort and classify a variety of objects by colour.
-  Make colour charts.   
-  Learn and recognise the more unusual colour names (e.g. beige, maroon, scarlet, peach, 
    lilac, olive, crimson, lemon, mauve, cream).
-   Discuss bright/dull or dark/light colours.  Make charts or lists of each type.
    (Many of the choices are subjective and could lead to discussion about shades of colours).
-   Discuss use of bright colours (i.e. for warning notices; zebra crossings; wearing light 
    colours at night or ß orescent armbands).
-   Draw seven fairies and colour each in one of the colours of the rainbow.
-   Discuss animal and plant camouß age.  (NB animals and insects use colour to hide 
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    themselves for protection or to disguise themselves before attack, or to make themselves
    very noticeable and distinctive to warn off predators).
-  Discuss and list objects, animals or fruit and vegetables which are always the same colour
   and those which can vary.

e.g.   Same   Different
   Ambulance  Cars
   Elephants  Dogs
   Oranges  Apples

-   Experiment with mixing paints.
-   Try putting blobs of different coloured paints on damp blotting paper and watch how they
    mix and spread.
-   Most poetry anthologies contain poems about colour.  Highly recommended is �Hailstones 
    and Halibut Bones� by Mary O�Neill (published by World�s Work) containing twelve
    poems about different colours (NB see extract �What is Red?�)
-   Read �How the Leopard Got Its Spots� from �Just So Stories� by Rudyard Kipling.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: explore stories, poems and
    songs, recreating parts of them in art, drama, and other 
    expressive activities.

Writing:   Experiment with words.

Reading:   Pupils should develop the ability to: talk with the teacher about    
   the ways in which language is written down, identifying     
   phrases, words, patterns of letters and other features of written

    language.

Science
Living Things:  

Ourselves:   Pupils should be given opportunities to: observe seasonal 
    changes and talk about how these affect themselves.

Animals and Plants:  Discuss the use of colour in the natural environment 
    (e.g. animal camouß age)

Carrying out and making: Make observations using their senses making observations
    noting similarities and differences.

Materials:
Properties:   Explore the properties of materials including shape, colour,    

   texture and behaviour.

Physical Processes:

TheRainbow Fairies One Potato, TwoPotato
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Light:    Explore the use of light including colour in relation to road 
    safety.

Art & Design
Materials, Tools
and Processes:  Pupils should have opportunities to: experiment with paint; 
    develop an awareness of colour e.g. by being able to recognise   

   colours and how they might be mixed.

Maths
Handling Data:  Pupils should have opportunities to: sort everyday objects and
    talk about the reasons for sorting; collect data and record it.

Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 1

ENGLISH
colour poems
colour names and shades

ART & DESIGN
colour charts
spring collage

MATHS
sort/classify
objects by colour

SCIENCE
animal and plant
camouflage light

TheRainbow Fairies One Potato, TwoPotato
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Programme 2
18 January                                                 by Bernagh Brims
The second programme about colour, introducing rainbows and some colour �sayings�.

Story  Joseph and His Coat of Many Colours

Songs   Sing A Rainbow  
  (for words and music see previous programme �The Rainbow Fairies�)

   Ride on a Rainbow

chorus   I took a ride on a rainbow,
   Went to see the Colour King and Queen.
   They asked me in to tea,
   And said to me,
   Please choose the nicest colour you can see.
   So I stopped��
   And I looked��
   And I thought��

verse 1   Green is the colour of the swings in the park,
   Of lime juice, and cat�s eyes that shine in the dark
   Frogs can be green, so can leaves on trees,
   Spinach is green, so are garden peas.

chorus   I took a ride on a rainbow���������.

verse 2   Red is a colour that�s easy to see,
   My blood is red when I cut my knee,
   Cars can be red and Þ re engines of course,
   Strawberries are red, and tomato sauce.

chorus    I took a ride on a rainbow���������

verse 3   Blue is the colour of cloudless skies,
   A police patrol car has a blue ß ashing light.
   On a warm summer day, the sea can look blue,
   Some sweets are that colour, and medicine too.

chorus   I took a ride on a rainbow���������

verse 4   Brown is the colour of sand on the shore,
   It�s hard work to polish a brown wooden ß oor.
   Water looks brown in a pond or a lake,
   Coffee is brown, so is chocolate cake.
       By David Moses

   

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Spring 2005

Sing ARainbow
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  Joseph�s Coat  (extract)

Joseph, he was Jacob�s fav�rite son,
Of all the family Joseph was the special one,
So Jacob bought his son a coat.
A multi-coloured coat to wear.
Joseph�s coat was elegant, the cut was Þ ne,
The tasteful style was the ultimate in good design,
And this is why it caught the eye;
A king would stop and stare,
And when Joseph tried it on
He knew his sheepskin days were gone,
Such a dazzling coat of many colours.
How he loved his coat of many colours.
In a class above the rest,
It even went well with his vest,
Such a stunning coat of many colours,
How he loved his coat of many colours,
It was red and yellow and green and brown and blue.
Joseph�s brothers weren�t too pleased with what they saw
They had never liked him all that much before,
And now his coat had got their goat,
They felt life was unfair,
And when Joseph graced the scene
His brothers turned a shade of green,
His astounding clothing took the biscuit,
Quite the smoothest person in the district,
He looked handsome, he looked smart,
He was a walking work of art,
Such a dazzling coat of many colours,
It was red and yellow and green and brown,
And scarlet and black and ochre and peach,
And ruby and olive and violet and fawn,
And lilac and gold and chocolate and mauve,
And cream and crimson and silver and rose,
And azure and lemon and russet and grey,
And purple and white and pink and orange and blue. 

        Tim Rice

After the programme

words for discussion:-  spectrum; indigo; servant.

In addition to any of the suggestions following the previous programme The Rainbow
Fairies:-

-   Learn the colours of the rainbow
-   Paint a rainbow or make a rainbow banner to hang across the classroom, with the colours
    labelled and in correct sequence.
-   Learn and discuss some �colour sayings� e.g. to feel blue, be green with envy, to be yellow,
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 to be in the pink, in a brown study, to have green Þ ngers, to be red with anger.

Some rainbow facts:

-   The light from the sun looks white, but is really made of the colours of the spectrum � red,
     orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet.  Mixed together they appear to be white.
-   To see a rainbow you must be between the sun and the rain.
-   The sun shines on the falling raindrops which each reß ect back one colour at a time, 
    depending on how high they are.  You see the white light separated into the seven colours
    of the spectrum.  If the raindrops are large the colours will be very bright and clear.  If they
    are small the colours will be dim and misty.
-   Rainbows can be seen in waterfalls or in the spray from a garden hose.
-   Sometimes you can see a second paler rainbow above the Þ rst.  The colours in this one
    are reversed (red at the bottom instead of the top).

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: explore stories, poems and
    songs, recreating parts of them in art, drama, and other 
    expressive activities.

Writing:   Experiment with words.

Reading:   Pupils should develop the ability to: talk with the teacher about    
   the ways in which language is written down, identifying     
   phrases, words, patterns of letters and other features of written

    language.
Science

Living Things:  
Ourselves:   Pupils should be given opportunities to: observe seasonal 
    changes and talk about how these affect themselves.

Animals and Plants:  Discuss the use of colour in the natural environment 
    (e.g. animal camouß age)

Carrying out and making: Make observations using their senses making observations
    noting similarities and differences.

Materials:
Properties:   Explore the properties of materials including shape, colour,   

   texture and behaviour.

Physical Processes:
Light:    Explore the use of light including colour in relation to road 
    safety.
Design
Materials, Tools

OnePotato, TwoPotatoSing A Rainbow
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and Processes:  Pupils should have opportunities to: experiment with paint; 
    develop an awareness of colour e.g. by being able to recognise   

   colours and how they might be mixed.

Maths

Handling Data:  Pupils should have opportunities to: sort everyday objects and
    talk about the reasons for sorting; collect data and record it.

Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 2

ENGLISH
colour 'sayings'

ART & DESIGN
make a rainbow
banner

MUSIC
learn the Rainbow
song

SCIENCE
how rainbows are
formed
light

OnePotato, TwoPotatoSing A Rainbow
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Programme 3
25 January                                                                     by Jennifer McCully

The third programme on the theme of colour, looking at the use of colour as a warning, more
colour �sayings� and a more scientiÞ c look at how rainbows are formed.

Story

A long, long time ago Ireland wasn�t green at all � it was a sort of mucky brown colour.  At that time there 
lived two giants.  One lived away up in the very north of Country Antrim and he was called Theophilus 
Thunder Punch.  The other one lived in the very south of County Armagh and he was called Haratio 
Hammer Whack.  And they both hated each other.  Every day they would roar horrible things at each other 
and their voices could be heard the length and breadth of Ireland�.

Song

  See the Colours
  (to the tune of Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star)

  See the colours way up high
  Rainbows painted in the sky.
  Sky so blue and golden sun,
  Fleecy white clouds dance and run.
  See the colours way up high
  Rainbows painted in the sky.

 See the colours down below
 Look how green the grass does grow.
 Flowers so bright they seem to sing,
 Butterß ies with painted wing.
 See the colours down below,
 Look how green the green does grow.

    By Jennifer McCully

After the programme

words for discussion:- prism; emerald; 

In addition to any of the suggestions in the notes for the last two programmes: The Rainbow Fairies and Sing 
a Rainbow:.

-   Colour in some trafÞ c lights and write what they mean under them.
-   Discuss the other warning lights (police, Þ re engines, ambulance, lighthouses etc.)
-   Discuss the concept of �red� as a danger sign.
-   Discuss the remark that red is a �hot� colour and blue �cold�.  (Relate to the markings on 
    taps).
-  Ask the children to draw a plateful of their favourite food and choose unusual colour for it � providing   
   they would be prepared to eat it that colour!

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Spring 2005
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Create a rainbow as described on the programme:

You need: A clear plastic ball-point pen, a sheet of white paper.

Method: Hold the pen over the paper, let the sun shine on it, move the pen slightly
  so it catches the light.

Result: A rainbow on the page.

Now mix the colour of the rainbow back to white again

You need: A circle of white cardboard divided into seven equal sections.
  A pencil or spinning implement.

Method: Colour each section one colour of the rainbow (in the right order).
  Put the pencil through the middle of the card and spin it quickly.

Result: The �rainbow� colours will revert to a sort of white.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: explore stories, poems and
    songs, recreating parts of them in art, drama, and other 
    expressive activities.

Writing:   Experiment with words.

Reading:   Pupils should develop the ability to: talk with the teacher about    
   the ways in which language is written down, identifying     
   phrases, words, patterns of letters and other features of written

    language.

Science

Living Things:  
Ourselves:   Pupils should be given opportunities to: observe seasonal 
    changes and talk about how these affect themselves.

Animals and Plants:  Discuss the use of colour in the natural environment 
    (e.g. animal camouß age)

Carrying out and making:  Make observations using their senses making observations
    noting similarities and differences.

Materials:

Properties:   Explore the properties of materials including shape, colour,    
   texture and behaviour.

OnePotato, TwoPotatoThe Emerald Isle
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Physical Processes:

Light:    Explore the use of light including colour in relation to road 
    safety.

Design

Materials, Tools
and Processes:  Pupils should have opportunities to: experiment with paint; 
    develop an awareness of colour e.g. by being able to recognise   

   colours and how they might be mixed.

Maths

Handling Data:  Pupils should have opportunities to: sort everyday objects and
    talk about the reasons for sorting; collect data and record it.

Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 3

DRAMA
act out the story of Horatio
Hammer Whack and Theophilus
Thunder Punch

ENGLISH
more colour 'sayings'

ART & DESIGN
make (and unmake) a
rainbow
(see suggestions)

SCIENCE
making rainbows
light

OnePotato, TwoPotatoThe Emerald Isle
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Programme 4            

1 February              by Helena Sheridan
   
The fourth and Þ nal programme in a unit on colour, looking at patterns.

Poem
  Patterns

  I think I�ll paint a pattern,
  With stripes of red and blue,
 Or maybe I should paint some dots,
 And silly squiggles too.
 Perhaps I�ll paint a row of stars,
 All glistening and gold,
 Or what about some giant checks,
 In colours bright and bold?
 A ß oral pattern would be nice
 With ß owers everywhere,
 Or I could paint some diamond shapes
 And lots of pretty squares.
 My pattern could be simple,
 With ß ecks of brown or green,
 Or I could add some wavy lines,
 Of pink or tangerine.
 There are so many patterns,
 I don�t know what to do,
 So maybe you can help me,
 And paint a pattern too!

    By Helena Sheridan
Story

There were odd looking pandas covered in colourful polka dots and giant purple crocodiles that grinned 
from ear to ear.  Fierce tartan tigers with long tartan tails and strange, skinny green speckled pigs.  The 
Safari Park was crowded with all sorts of weird and wonderful creatures�.

Song
 Lots of Patterns

 There are lots and lots of patterns,
 Patterns everywhere,
 On the things around us,
 And on the things we wear,
 There are patterns on pyjamas,
 And pretty ß oral frocks,
 On shirts and skirts and blouses,
 And stripy woollen socks.
 There are dots and spots and squiggles,
 Checks and ß ecks and squares,

 

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Spring 2005
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 Coloured stripes of different types,
 And diamonds here and there,
 Row and rows of tiny bows,
 And swirls of tangerine,
 All make the most amazing patterns,
 You have ever seen.
 
     (words Helena Sheridan)
After the programme

words for discussion:-  DIY store; to �decorate� a room; ß oral pattern; plain; the keeper (of the safari park); 
a crate; a parade; a procession.

-   Discuss how many patterned object you can see around the classroom.
-   List/draw/collect as many different �patterns� as possible.  Discuss some of them e.g. 
    diamonds, polka dots, ß oral, checks, squares, stripes, tartan.
-   Collect words to describe some patterns e.g. squiggles, whirls, blobs, wavy.
-   Bring in some wallpaper samples, or borrow a whole book from a paint shop.
-   Clowns outÞ ts.  Why do they have colourful costumes and faces?  Draw some clowns.
-   Talk about tiny patterns � look at the threads on a jumper or other material.
-   Camouß age.  Talk about some animals who �hide� in their environment e.g. polar bears,
    tigers, giraffes.
-   Do you have a school uniform?  Look at the pattern on the school tie.
-   Read the words of the poem and song again and notice and discuss all the patterns
    mentioned.
-   Obtain a kaleidoscope and look at all the patterns.
-   The programme will suggest many ideas for art work. 

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English
Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: express thoughts, feelings
    and opinions in response to personal experiences, literature
    and media; describe and talk about real and imaginary 
    experiences and about people, places, things and events.

Maths
Patterns:   Pupils should have opportunities to: copy, continue and devise    
    repeating patterns e.g. continuing a bead threading pattern.

Handling Data:  Pupils should have opportunities to sort everyday objects and 
    talk about the reasons for sorting.

Science
Carrying out & making: Pupils should have opportunities to: make observations using   
    their senses and noting similarities and differences; record 
    observations in a simple form.
Art

Design:   Pupils should develop and awareness of texture and pattern e.g.
    by identifying patterns in natural and made objects.

Zig Zag Zebra OnePotato, TwoPotato
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Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 4

MATHS
sequencing
handling data

ART
patterns
collage

SCIENCE
camouflage
light

ENGLISH
descriptive words
discussion
comprehension

Zig Zag Zebra OnePotato, TwoPotato
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Programme 5
8 February                                                                     Janice Johnston

Two weeks ago, the story was about Joseph and his dreams, and this week we look at dreams in more detail 
� good ones, bad ones, funny ones, day dreams and daft ones.  Why do we dream anyway?  What is going 
on in our heads while we sleep?

Poem

  Dream Machine

  I have this bedtime dream machine.
  It stands upon my shelf.
  No one else can work it,
  Only just myself.

  It doesn�t have a battery
  Nor plugs into the mains.
  It�s powered-up by my ideas,
  And brain-waves from my brains.

  I just think about some lovely things,
  Like Mum, our family cat,
  Holidays and Christmas,
  All super things like that.

  I set the dial to what I like,
  Then wait to hear it �Beep�
  When I see the green light glow
  I curl up and go to sleep.

    By David Whitehead

Story

Why on earth was there a giraffe in Mrs Wilkenshaw�s garden, hanging out a yellow ballerina�s dress 
� giraffe size � on the washing line?

After the programme

words for discussion:- bulldozer; a daydream; a nightmare; a dream catcher.

-   Many of the class should be able to relate a dream they have had, good, bad, scary or funny.
-   Talk about �day dreams�.
-   If, like Finlay in the story, the children were able to �think� themselves into someone else, 
    who would they choose?
-   Make dreamcatchers � with a �web� to catch bad dreams, and a hole in the middle for the 
    dreams to slip through.

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Spring 2005
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-   Read the Dream Machine poem again � what �lovely things� would the children choose to 
    put in the machine to dream about?
-   What would it be like to ß y, like Finlay in the story?  Talk about things like clouds, birds
     wind.  Where would the children like to ß y?
-   Do any of the children have trouble getting up in the morning?  What happens?  (Would 
    they mind being sent to school in their pyjamas?)
-   Talk about Libby and Michael�s description of one reason why we dream.

�Your mind is a bit like a cluttered toy box at the end of the day.  Everything is scattered all over and you 
can�t Þ nd anything. It�s best if you take the time to tidy up and organise the toys every night.  It�s the same 
with your mind.  When you�re sleeping, your brain has a big tidy up and gets everything into order.�

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English
Talking and Listening: Pupils should engage in talking and listening for a variety of

purposes including: taking part in conversations and discussions; telling stories 
and talking about events; expressing thoughts, feelings and opinions.

Writing:   Pupils should have opportunities to write for a variety of
    purposes including: their own amusement and enjoyment and to
    express their thoughts, feelings and imaginings.
Art and Design  
Materials, Tools and
Processes:     Pupils should have opportunities to: make three dimensional
    structures by assembling, arranging and joining a variety of

    materials. 

Cross-Curricular Links

     

PPROGRAMME 5

ART & DESIGN
make dream catchers

ENGLISH
discussion
poetry
imagination

MrsWilkenshaw's Giraffe One Potato, TwoPotato
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Programme 6
15 February                                                                     Pam Ramage

A seasonal programme, touching on the signs of Spring, migration, hibernation, baby birds and growing 
plants.

Poems
 Slugs and Snails

 Slugs and snails creep from cracks
 Bumble bees buzz in ß owers,
 Caterpillars crawl along the wall,
 Ants shelter from spring showers.

 Hungry hedgehogs snufß e about,
 Butterß ies snooze in the sun,
 Birds chirp and sing the whole day long,
 Springtime has begun.

     By Pam Ramage

 Signs of Spring

 Under the ground in my little brown shell,
 Rain and sun will make me swell.

 A sharp green shoot is beginning to show,
 I think at last I�m beginning to grow.

 Slowly, slowly I�m getting tall,
 Watch out wind in case I fall.

 At my side are leaves of green,
 Long and thin with a bud between.

 Fat bud opens and petals unfold,
 Daffodil ß ower with a trumpet of gold.

     By Val Jeans-Jakobsson
Story

About Jenny and the jackdaw she befriended in her garden.

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Spring 2005
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Springtime OnePotato, TwoPotato

 Wake Up
 (to the tune of Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star)

 Wake up, wake up, spring is here,
 Watch buds burst and ß owers appear,
 There goes swallows on the wing,
 Listen to the blackbird sing,
 Wake up, wake up, spring is here,
 Watch buds burst and ß owers appear.

 Lambs are gambolling on the hills,
 Dance with golden daffodils,
 Bees are buzzing, skies are blue,
 Feel the sun shine down on you.
 Wake up, wake up, spring is here,
 Watch buds burst and ß owers appear.

       words by Pam Ramage
After the Programme

words for discussion:- buds; blossom; lambs �gambol�; jackdaw; church steeple;

-   The programme will reinforce any of the usual Spring projects.  
     Migration.  Talk about the birds who return here in Spring from the warmer south, or 
     leave here to go north when it is not so cold there.
-   Talk about the signs that tell us Spring is coming � in towns and cities as well as the 
     countryside.
-   Learn the names of the four seasons, and the months of the year.
-   Bird recognition � how many do the class know?  Could a bird table be provided outside    
    the window?
-   Do any of the class have a budgie who can talk?
-   A project on baby birds, and nests.
-   Plant some seeds and keep a record of their growth, and the conditions they require.
-   Make Easter bonnets.

Jackdaws are smaller than a rook or a crow.  They are a blackish bird with a grey head, black cap and white 
eyes.  They have a distinctive �jack jack� call and feed on small insects and scraps.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Weather Pupils should have opportunities to learn about the weather in their local area, 
changes in weather through the seasons and how weather affects people�s 
lives.

Geography 

The Natural Environment: Pupils should have opportunities to learn about some plants and 
    animals from their local area e.g. identify some animals that 
    hibernate or migrate.
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Science

Living Things
Ourselves:   Pupils should be given opportunities to: observe seasonal 
    changes and talk about how these affect themselves.

Animals and Plants:  Pupils should be given opportunities to: Þ nd out about
    the variety of animal and plant life; recognise and name 
    the main parts of a ß owering plant including root, stem, leaf
    and ß ower;  Þ nd out about animals and their young and how 
    they grow, feed, move and use their senses; Þ nd out ways in
    which animal and plant behaviour is inß uenced by seasonal
    changes e.g. buds opening in spring or hibernation and
    migration.

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: describe and talk about
    real and imaginary experiences and about people, places, things
    and events.

Cross-Curricular

PPROGRAMME 6

GEOGRAPHY
local plants and animals
migration
hibernation
weather

SCIENCE
seasonal changes
animals
plant growth

ENGLISH
discussion
comprehension

ART & DESIGN
make Easter bonnets
or other head gear

Springtime OnePotato, TwoPotato
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Programme 7
1st March                           by Isobel Gamble 

Exploring various ideas linked to the title theme, including being full up, empty, half-empty, Þ lling things 
up too much and illustrating them with a wide selection of poems about tummies and over-eating, spilling 
things and packing.

Poems
   Things We Like to Eat

 Yellow butter, purple jelly, red jam, black bread.
 Spread it thick,
 Say it quick.

 Yellow butter, purple jelly, red jam, black bread
 Spread it thicker,
 Say it quicker.

 Yellow butter, purple jelly, red jam, black bread
 Now repeat it,
 While you eat it.

 Yellow butter, purple jelly, red jam, black bread
 Don�t talk
 With your mouth full!

  (Try saying this faster and faster)

                by Mary Ann Hoberman

 The Dinosaur�s Dinner

 Once a mighty dinosaur
 Came to dine with me,
 He gobbled up the curtains
 And swallowed our settee.

 He didn�t seem to fancy
 Onion soup with crusty bread,
 He much preferred the ß avour
 Of our furniture instead.

 He ate up all our dining chairs
 And carpets from the ß oor
 He polished off the table, then
 He looked around for more.
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 The television disappeared
 In one almighty gulp,
 Wardrobes, beds and bathroom
 He crunched into a pulp.

 He really loved the greenhouse
 He liked the garden shed,
 He started on the chimney pots
 But then my mother said:

 Your friends are always welcome
 To drop in for a bite,
 But really this one seems to have
 A giant appetite.

 You�d better take him somewhere else,
 I�m sure I don�t know where,
 I only know this friends of yours
 Needs more than we can spare!

 And suddenly I realised
 I knew the very place,
 And when I showed him where it was
 You should have seen his face �

 I don�t think I�ve seen anyone
 Enjoy a dinner more,
 I watched him wander on his way,
 A happy dinosaur!

 The council did rebuild our school,
 But that of course took time�.
 And all because a dinosaur
 Came home with me to dine!

     By June Crebbin

 Tea Break

 When we went to visit our Granny the other day.
 As soon as we sat down she said,
 Won�t you have a cup of tea, my dears?
 A wee cup of tea in your hand, right.
 And a wee drop more for Uncle Tom.
 Another wee pour will not do you any harm, said Granny.

 How do you like your tea dear? 
 She said to Auntie Jean.
 Filled right up to the top? Oh no!
 Now look, it�s all over the ß oor.
 Here comes Jemma with the milk.
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 Be careful dear, Uncle Tom likes lots.
 
 A little top up for Auntie Pam,
 Just a wee hot pour.
 Goodness, now the jug is empty
 And there�s none left in the fridge �
 What a calamity!
 The milkman does not come till half past four.

     By Isobel Gamble

 What�s In Our Luggage?

 Wellies just in case it rains,
 Sunhat for when it�s hot,
 Net for going Þ shing �
 I hope we catch a lot!

 Bikes on a roof rack,
 Bucket and spade for the beach,
 Marshmallows for toasting �
 At least three packets each!

 Plasters (I�m bound to fall over!)
 Sunglasses for when it�s bright,
 Toothbrush (Mum said so),
 Teddy to cuddle at night.

 Picnic on the dashboard
 Ready for our tea�..
 So much luggage everywhere,
 There�s no room left for me!

     By Tracey Blance
  
 The Elephant

 The elephant carries a great big trunk;
 He never packs it with clothes;
 It had no lock and it had no key,
 But he takes it wherever he goes.

     Anon

Story

Mrs Long-Tailed mouse and her family search for a new home � and have to �Þ ll something up� before it is 
comfortable.
 

Is It Full? One Potato, TwoPotato
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After the programme

words for discussion:- �where are your manners�; pelican; to overß ow; a ß ood; a shopping spree; a 
blizzard; jackdaw.

-   Talk about some of the concepts discussed in the programme i.e. full tummies, ß oods,     
    spilling things, full buses.
-   Experiment with a range of utensils and water or sand to demonstrate e.g. full to 
    over-ß owing, half full (half empty?), nearly full.
-   Find pictures of a variety of animals and talk about the shapes of their mouths, and how 
    they eat.  Collect pictures of different birds� beaks.
-   Talk about spilling things � when and why and how can it be dangerous? 
-   The children will love the Dinosaur�s Dinner poem.  Read it again and allow them full rein
     to draw pictures, discuss it in the context of your own school, and make up imaginative 
     stories.
-   Good things that are full e.g. money boxes and purses.
-   Packing.  Plan what goes into a suitcase for e.g. a night at Granny�s house, a week by the
    sea, a winter week-end etc.
-   Try saying the Things We Like to Eat poem faster and faster.
-   Talk about items you need to blow up �full� of air e.g. armbands, tyres, balloons.  How do
     they work when they are inß ated?
-   Play measuring games with water and a beaker and a larger container � how many beakers
    do you need to empty into the container before it is full?  Estimation.
-   Collect samples of other things which are full � of what?
     e.g.  car  -       petrol
  bin  -       rubbish
  duvet  -       feathers
  book  -       words/pages
  school   -       pupils
             pie/sandwich -       some sort of Þ lling
-   Talk about Þ lling a tooth.
-   Why do we talk about being �full� of joy, happiness, anger, sadness, laughter.
-   �No room at the inn� � the story of Baby Jesus.
-   Some phrases we often use � �jam-packed�, �packed like sardines in a tin�, �don�t talk with
    your mouth full�.

(Thanks to Isobel Gamble for many of these suggestions)

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to and say 
    poems; discuss features of language e.g. rhyming words.

Reading:   Pupils should develop the ability to: talk with the teacher about
    the ways in which language is written down, identifying 
    phrases, words, patterns of letters and other features of written
    language.

Is It Full? One Potato, TwoPotato
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Writing:   Pupils should have opportunities: to write in a variety of 
    forms, including poetry and to express thoughts, feelings and
    imaginings.

Science

Carrying out and Making: Pupils should have opportunities to participate in practical
    activities which involve them in exploring familiar objects
    and materials in their own environment and recording what
    they have done.

Maths

Measures:   Pupils should have opportunities to: compare and order objects,
    developing and using mathematical language associated with
    length, capacity etc; make estimates using arbitrary and standard
    units e.g. the number of cupfuls that would Þ ll a jug.

Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 7

MATHS
capacity
measurements
handling data

ENGLISH
poetry
use of language
playing with words
discussion

SCIENCE
capacity
experimentation
estimation

Is It Full? One Potato, TwoPotato
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Programme 8
8 March                   by Isobel Gamble

A whole variety of articles which are �joined�, illustrated with poetry e.g. holding hands, clothes fastenings, 
bridges, duck�s webbed feet, railway carriages, �joined-up� writing.

Poems
   Cobweb Morning (extract)

   On Monday morning
   We do spellings and maths
   And silent reading.
   But on the Monday
   After the frost
   We went straight outside.
   Cobwebs hung in the cold air,
   Everywhere.
   All around the playground,
   They clothed the trees,
   Dressed every bush
   In veils of Þ ne white lace.
   Each web,
   A wheel of patient spinning.
   Each spider,
   Hidden,
   Waiting.

     By June Crebbin

   Holding Hands

   Elephants walking
   Along the trails

   Are holding hands
   By holding tails.
   
   Trunks and tails
   Are handy things

   When elephants walk
   In circus rings

   Elephants work
   And elephants play

   And elephants walk
   And feel so gay
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   And when they walk �
   It never fails

   They�re holding hands
   By holding tails

     By Lenore M Link

   Kite

   A kite on the ground
   is just paper and string
   but up in the air
   it will dance and sing.

   A kite in the air
   will dance and will caper
   but back on the ground
   is just string and paper.

     Anon
   Gone

   I had it today
   For just an hour
   Then, tugged away
   By the wind�s power
   It sailed off free
   Above the crowd.
   High as a tree
   High as a cloud,
   High as the moon,
   High as the sun,
   My blue balloon
   Has gone, gone, gone.

     By Eric Finney

   The Holiday Train

   Here is the train!
   Here is the train!
   Let us get in!
   Let us get in!

   Where shall we sit?
   Where shall we sit?
   Where will we go?
   Where will we go?   
   
   

Joined Together One Potato, TwoPotato
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   What does it say?
   What does it say?
   �Let us get on!�
   �Let us get on!�

   Look at the trees!
   Look at the trees!
   See all the cows!
   See all the cows!

   Isn�t it fun?
   Isn�t it fun?
   Going along!
   Going along!

   Hurrying on!
   Hurrying on!
   Nearly there!
   Nearly there!

   Look at the sea!
   Look at the sea!
   See all the ships!
   See all the ships!

   Here we go!
   Here we go!
   Out we get!
   Out we get!

    By Irene Thompson

   First Word

   The Þ rst word I said was �gaagaa,�
   Which was shortly followed by �goo,�
   And then I stuck them together
   To see what a sentence would do.

   My Mother was really impressed.
   She said, �Who�s a googoo booboo?�
   Quick as a ß ash I responded,
   
   �Oo-gaagaa agooagoo googoo.�
      
      By Steve Turner
   Banananana�..

   I thought I�d win the spelling bee
   And get right to the top,
   But I started to spell �banana,�

Joined Together One Potato, TwoPotato
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   And I didn�t know when to stop!

                     By William Cole

Story

Jamie and his Grandma camp out at the bottom of her garden � and Þ nd lots of things which need to be 
�joined together�.

After the Programme

words for discussion:- cobweb; thread; reins; a criminal; linked together (a chain); a billy can.

-   Have a brainstorming session of all the things the children can think of that are joined 
    together.  Some mentioned in the programme � spider�s web; threads; lead for a dog; 
    reins for a horse or toddler; hand-cuffs, elephants linking trunks; a kite; balloon; a bridge;
    tractor and trailer or car and caravan; railway carriages; join the dots game; letters joined 
    to make words and sentences.
-   Here are some other suggestions, made by Isobel Gamble.  Holding hands; duck�s webbed
    feet; clothes fastenings; necklaces and bracelets and chains; fences � posts joined by wood;
    string of sausages; daisy chain; sticking things together � with glue, staples, sellotape,
    drawing pins, velcro etc., semi-detached houses, or a terrace of houses. 
-   Design a join-the-dots game.
-   Construct something joined together in as many different ways possible.
-   Story Comprehension.  How many things that were �joined together� in the story did the 
    children spot?  How were they joined?  i.e. 

• Grandma joined some old curtains together to make a tent by using sticky carpet tape.
• Ducks� webbed feet.
• Grandpa sent a message down the clothes line that was attached to the house.
• A mobile phone �attached� Jamie to his Dad.
• Grandma used semaphore (hand signals) to speak to Grandpa.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: explore stories, poems
    and songs, recreating parts of them in art, drama and other

expressive activities; listen and say poems; discuss features of language e.g. 
rhyming words.

Reading:   Pupils should develop the ability to: talk with the teacher about
    the ways in which language is written down, identifying 
    phrases, words, patterns of letters and other features of written
    language.

Writing:   Pupils should have opportunities: to write in a variety of 
    forms, including poetry and to express thoughts, feelings and
    imaginings.
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Science
Carrying Out and
Making:   Pupils should be given opportunities to: assemble and 

re-arrange materials; explore different ways of joining materials; develop 
manipulative skills using a range of materials and tools.   

Maths
Shape and Space:  Pupils should have opportunities to: make constructions, 
    pictures and patterns with 2D and 3D shapes.

Art and Design
Materials, Tools and
Processes:   Pupils should have opportunities to: make three dimensional
    structures by assembling, arranging and joining a variety
    of materials e.g. card, papers and found materials, and by joinin them with  
    glue or tape.

      

Cross-Curricular Links

Joined Together One Potato, TwoPotato
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ENGLISH
language
poetry
rhymes
discussion

SCIENCE
materials
construction
joining materials

ART & DESIGN
construction

MATHS
shape and space
measurements
2D and 3D shapes
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Programme 9
15 March                                                 by  Janice Johnston 

A story about a farmer at a sheep dog trial in Castlewellan, which includes a wide variety of means of 
communication e.g. language; letters; phones; newspapers; radio; phone text; emails - and whistles.

Story

Half way up the Þ eld there were two gates with a big gap between them.  The dog and his handler would 
have to bring the sheep up the Þ eld and through between the two gates.  Then there was a big circle marked 
on the grass.  When the dog brought the sheep here, the handler and the dog would separate the sheep into 
two groups inside the circle.  The last task would be to put all the sheep into the pen and close the gate.

�Come on, Gypsy,� Mr Wilson said���

After the Programme

words for discussion:-  email; a test; the organiser; sheepdog trial; text message; a handler; a judge.

-   List and discuss as many different types of communication as possible � when do we use 
    each?

   How to communicate directly with someone:
• by phone (if they are in)
• by email (if they have a computer and connector)
• by letter (takes time)
• phone text (if they have a mobile)
• call round (how far away are they?

  
    How we might receive communications:

• by newspaper
• magazines
• radio
• television
• internet

-   Has anyone in the class been to a sheepdog trial?  Talk about it.
-   Discuss caring for pets and animals and training them.
-   Write a class letter to someone who has left, or is off ill.
-   Invent some whistles � or if that is too difÞ cult, some hand signals � to convey instructions.
    One person is the �farmer� giving the orders, the rest �sheep dogs�.
-   Ask the class to think of ways they could communicate without speaking e.g. mime, 
    drawing pictures, facial expressions, writing, gestures � nod, shake of the head etc.
-   Practise some body language.  (Think of all the messages you can convey by just face or   
    hands).  Play wordless charades or try to pass on a message without speaking.  Show how  
    you feel by facial expression.
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-  

 Make a �telephone� from two paper cups/cans with a cord drawn tightly between them.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: describe and talk about real
    and imaginary experiences and about people, places, things and
    events.

Reading:   Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to and understand a 
    range of texts which are read aloud, including those presented 
    on tape, radio or television.

Writing:   Pupils should have opportunities to write in a variety of forms,   
    including stories; letters; description of people or places; 

    greeting cards,

Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 9
ENGLISH
letters
greeting cards
descriptive writing
discussion

SCIENCE
animals
construct 'telephones'
means of communication

PE
mime
body language

GEOGRAPHY
communications
means of travel
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Pianos

Programme 10

22 March                                     by Marianne Robinson

A programme about the piano and how its sound is produced.  Exploring the concept of change over time in 
relation to the use of electricity in many children�s games.

Story

Shannon carefully pressed a white key.  One of the hammers moved forward and lightly tapped a fat string 
inside the piano.
�Boing!� a deep, delicious note rang out.  Shannon laughed.
�What a lovely sound!�
�Thank you!  I have 87 more for you to listen to,� said the piano proudly.
Cautiously at Þ rst, Shannon ran her Þ ngers over the black and white keys.

After the programme

Parts of the piano:-  keys (88 ) -  the black and white notes

    hammers   -  which move forward and tap the strings

    strings       - (shorter for high notes, longer for low)

    pedals       - (make the sound more mufß ed or echoey)

-   If possible, look inside a piano and see how it works.
-   Play some pitch games, high and low.  Play a note and if it is �high� the children wave their
    hands in the air, if it is low, they wave down towards the ß oor.
-   Sing Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star and move your hands up and down with the pitch � as
    the tune gets higher, move the hands up and when it gets lower, move them down.
-   Many children view the piano as something only used to play along with songs in assembly.
    Play them some piano pieces on CD such as Debussy�s �Children�s Corner� or Ibert�s
    �Little White Donkey� which paints a musical picture for the children to think of whilst 
    listening.
-   Show the class what written musical notes look like.
-   Talk about the fact that less than 100 years ago children�s toys and entertainments weren�t

operated by electricity or batteries.  List some of the toys they own which are, and aren�t.  Think of all the 
positive things they could do without toys which are powered.

Music

Performing: Pupils should have opportunities to: join in singing rhymes and simple 
songs.

Listening and Responding:  Pupils should have opportunities to: respond 
     imaginatively to a variety of short pieces of music; 
     develop an understanding of fast/slow, high/low;
     develop an awareness of pulse.
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Science

Sound:    Pupils should be given opportunities to: investigate how
     sounds are produced when objects vibrate.

Electricity:    Find out about some uses of electricity in the home and
     classroom. 
      
History    Pupils should have opportunities to develop a sense of
     the past by identifying obvious differences between past
     and present and an awareness of evidence by talking about artefacts  
     which give information about the past.     

Cross-Curricular Links
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HISTORY
evidence of the past
similarities and differences

MUSIC
pitch
rhythm
responding to music

SCIENCE
sound
electricity
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